#BREAKING #BREAKINGNEWS

 MASSIVE ELECTION FRAUD You've ALL BE SCAMMED!

The Whole Thing is a PROJECTION POLL Given to ENTIRE Mainstream Media by ONE COMPANY Working For the #GatesFoundation! HOLY SHIT! EdisonResearch THIS IS CRIME!! @OANN @ChanelRion @HawleyMO
The survey of record for U.S. elections

Since 2004, The National Election Pool (NEP) and Edison Research have conducted the only national exit polls in the United States. The NEP is the source for projections and analysis for every midterm election, presidential primary and presidential election. Our 2018 general election coverage included exit polls at over 700 voting locations as well as in-person and telephone surveys with absentee and early voters all around the country. Edison’s 2020 coverage continues as we prepare for the November General Election.
2/ -This is the BIGGEST Election Scandal & MEGAFRAUD against the #American Public ever perpetrated! The Polling company who has sole contract FRAUDED the data to send to the MSM, so that #Trump could not call the election win, & you thought #Biden won so the polls close, they -->

3/ ....then CLOSE the polls in races, people think #JoeBiden won, candidates concede defeats that NEVER HAPPENED because they think they lost, voters don't go to vote because they think the races are over, and are disenfranchised, swinging races. TOTAL CRIMINAL TREASON & FRAUD!!

4/ -And who is behind it?? #GatesFoundation! #Facebook #Google #Apple #Spotify & GLOBALIST Orgs that HATE Trump and are ALL UNDER CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS by the #Trump Administration!! They have RIGGED the election colluding just like Banning his posts and banning #conservatives!

5/ -"EdisonResearch" has the sole contract to gather exit polling & to FORECAST (MAKE UP) numbers for the votes & have done this for 16 years AT LEAST to give to the #MSM to then LIE to your face on the TV & the whole thing is RIGGED FRAUDED you are living a LIE sold to you.

6/ -I called "EdisonResearch" to find out who the owners were, voicemail no answer, no such persons are listed on the website. BIG CRIMINAL Tech who is being Investigated & in ANTI-TRUST against the public is doing the biggest Anti-Trust in History, LYING #ElectionMeddling YOU

7/ -This is BEYOND FEDERAL CRIME, this is Direct TREASON, this is Direct & TOTAL Election Meddling to influence EVERY LAST VOTER & Even the Candidates! This is ELECTION RIGGING on Scale Never seen in #American History!!
The MSM Complicit in LYING & Hiding the truth from you!!

8/
-This is the biggest story I have ever seen in YEARS, BIGGER than #COVID19, the #American Elections RIGGED COMPLETELY the ENTIRE News Feed Data Systems, Reporting of who is winning, FAKED NUMBERS told to all & pretended they are real, MILLIONS of votes ahead per state, Hiding!

9/
-This is THE MEGASTORY of 2020. They RIGGED the Election LYING TO EVERYONE'S FACE. RIGGED FRAUDED LIED about ALL the election data! They even called ENTIRE STATES based on this FRAUDED Data HOURS EARLY!! #California #Oregon #Washington Based on TOTAL LIES from this CRIME Racket

10/
There MUST be Widespread CRIMINAL investigations & interrogations IMMEDIATELY into everyone in this company & all those who participated in hiring them & at EVERY one of the MSM companies who dealt with them & the data streams to get full transcripts & statements of this work

11/
-#CBS says the numbers you are told by #MSM ARE NOT REAL. They are supposed to be from the counties but they LIED TO YOUR FACE. They are 100% FRAUDED & off by MILLIONS claiming #JoeBiden won when #Trump was WAY AHEAD. They did this to FAKE a look like the election is close!
Theres no evidence that ANY exit polling was even conducted and it was not an entire fabrication. They certainly did NOT pull the data from the counties as data from counties are completely different from what they're reporting. They did NOT report that they've done exit polls.
This is likely a complete & total fabrication made up to make it look like Biden won, fool everyone so they don't look into, and stick Frauded extra ballots in to make it up to those numbers or get #Biden the win. Biden said they have the most complex Voter Fraud Org ever built.

Some states like Wisconsin state it can take them weeks to fully count all their data from counties reporting. But the MSM has already added OVER a MILLION Extra votes magically from nowhere that don't even exist yet!! They LIED TO YOU and you thought it was real data! CRIME!

Here you can see the #NYT & #AP are merely REPEATING whatever Edison sends to them, PAID FOR by #BillGates & Big Tech according to their own website! AP said the data was WRONG so I looked into Edison to find out who's behind it. KABOOOM! Big Tech & GatesFoundation!
Here you can see who PAYS THEM. #GatesFoundation #Google #Apple #Facebook #Amazon #Spotify #Disney CPP's #AMC & Globalist Orgs. All who Ban & Deplatform #Conservatives & #Trump posts & are TDS maniacs & under CRIMINAL investigations & Anti-Trust investigations vs the people!!
Edison's website is edisonresearch.com
Staff = edisonresearch.com/about-us/
Election polling = edisonresearch.com/election-polli...
Vote count = edisonresearch.com/election-polli...
Race projections =

Edison Research
Edison Research conducts market research and exit polling, providing strategic information for businesses and media organizations worldwide.

http://edisonresearch.com

Election Polling Services - Edison Research
Edison Research has been the exclusive provider of election exit poll data to the National Election Pool since 2003.

https://www.edisonresearch.com/election-polling/

https://www.edisonresearch.com/election-polling/#Two
18/
Check out the race projections page. THIS is what u are seeing all over FAKENEWS #MSM. It's CRIMINAL. It's 100% LIES. TOTAL LIES they feed to you & no one told you & they all intended to hide it from you all to manipulate you & FRAUD you every which way possible. TREASONOUS

19/
ESTIMATES, its all ESTIMATES. THEY MAKE IT ALL UP! ITS ALL LIES THEY LIE TO YOUR FACE!! TOTAL CRIMINAL FRAUD OFF THE CHARTS!!! They should be arrested ALL of them that perpetrated this Mass manipulation SCAM. They told NO ONE & Hid it from EVERYONE!
edisonresearch.com/election-polli...
& #Biden SAID it to your FACE that they build the biggest voter Fraud Network in History!!!

20/

21/  
-Races were CALLED based on this FRAUDED data!  
-They LIED about the data so #Trump could not call it!  
-They LIED so that some races would be conceded when they were not actually lost!  
-They LIED EARLY IMMEDIATELY in the day so some would not vote thinking no chance, its over!

22/

Here is their Dun & Bradstreet profile. You can buy their credit report if you want to get more intel!  
dnb.com/business-direct...

23/

Edison's Linkedin.  
linkedin.com/company/edison...  
It has a VERY strange mention from TWO WEEKS ago about "Welcome to The Wierdest Election Night Ever" O.O They knew something was going to happen all right.

24/

This is my plug for my Startup. I made over 4,030 Breakthrough CleanEnergy Techs & I’m the most Banned Startup in history due to. I Obsoleted EVERYTHING ever made in energy. I'm looking for an investor. Please connect me to, or let's
talk. I have collateral & won awards. DM.

25/
I’m going to crowdfund soon& almost made it to IPO already as a pre-seed startup. I make the world’s #1 FuelCell, Obsoleted all others including solar, wind, & batteries industries. I taught at Fukushima Daiici & also have #1 Electric plane tech design & portfolio. Raise time

Edisonresearch is a 25 minute drive from who?
The #Clintons of course!
6 W Cliff St, Somerville, NJ 08876, USA

27/
Here is the AMA for EdisonResearch
They say "We're the SOLE PROVIDER of Exit Polling & Vote Count Data for the national news networks, all that data is coming from US" & they have MILLIONS of votes different & CALLED States due their Data FRAUD!!

28/
They said "There will be LESS exit polling data due COVID" So they ADMITTED that they will NOT have very much exit polling data so they have to rely on GUESSING, on MAKING IT UP themselves. Many ppl filmed their polling stations & VERY FEW Dems at polls, so how the HUGE VOTE?

29/
They said "15:00+ NO Results or data will be given until the Polls close" THEY LIED!! They reported through data to the #MSM continually through the day, UNLESS the MSM Coordinated in a Cartel among themselves to LIE, but NYT & AP fingered them & said got the data from Edison

30/
#Pelosi owns the software (60% control) that SOS Secretary of State (Election services) Use for reporting! Avid LeaderPLUS
is the origin software used at ALL SOS offices & delivers results to the networks, including polls, results, web results etc. Its 60% owned by Feinstein.

31/

#Pelosi said "I fell confident that ..whatever the count is, that #joeBiden will win the election on Tuesday." And she was 100% confident that they will get the result REGARDLESS how the vote is! How? Because SHE OWNS THE SOS Software that feeds the results! & Have a BackDOOR
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#Breaking #BreakingNews ☠️ರೀರು CAUGHT ELECTION FRAUDING. When 99% counted #Trump was 75k ahead. At 99.11% They added 300k for #Biden. Theres only 230K voters in county. 0.11% of 100 is only 37k not 300k. Now they claim there was an error of 100k too many, but thats 474k voters.

If Trump got 162K, its over 50% of the eligible voters & IMPOSSIBLE for Biden to win. They only have to pull all the data & the Democrats are going to PRISON for a very long time on this one according to what I’m seeing here. @FBI @trumpteam01 @JudiciaryGOP @GOP @WhiteHouse
879,000 Population over 18 in county. 50% voting rate would be 440,000 only. But not everyone registered to vote obviously. Even

This is my Thread to TEACH you all about “The Central Bank CryptoCurrency” issue. It’s not all simple like some are saying... 1. There is no quality reliable secure digital currency yet, not even Bitcoin is secure & the others aren’t Bank grade security either yet.

2. Even IF there was, it would have to be bank grade which means no different than cash in bank accounts just a different ledger. The banking ledger now is theirs Already. 3. The corrupt deepstate cant launder like biden as easy on cryptos. Its not ideal 4 them & more public

4. There is are many problems with cryptos currently. Its NOT safe like the crypto liars claim it is. There is in fact zero security or recovery of your $ if you lose your password. Brashia money: Unrecoverable with no insurance. Also brute force hacks can net your

#AlphaOmegaEnergy Created New Technology to deal with radiation from Tritium water at Fukushima Daiici & went there to teach it to them in person. We’ve over 50 techs for Nuclear Reactor efficiency & safety. We recently made Caesium & Plutonium Filter capture tech & Going 4 Ocean

2/- Tritium currently is being released at record levels from most Nuclear plants, contaminating drinking water, beaches, oceans, seafood, & destroying the Oceans & #Environment. It is highly radioactive so it has a short half-life of 12 years. Since this, they refuse take Action

O.O Wow! Cambodia Technology is Amazing! 😍 Check out this custom hot rod truck! Out here in the frontier zones of the #EmergingMarkets its all Open, no #Lockdowns, massive GDP growth, innovation spaces like you’ve never seen before, manufacturing, budding industry, Miraculous

A closer shot. Genius. No car, slap the tractor motor up on this, make some arms, Dual pulley sets & you’re good to go. Crazy good innovation. Very impressed 🍀 never would have thought of it. Amazing what we don’t see & can’t see in G50. Thats why frontiers R now best innovation
"Uncanny similarity of unique inserts in the 2019-nCoV spike protein to HIV-1 gp120 and Gag" Pertinent despite withdrawal: Fauci holds the GP120 patent, somehow stolen from being Govt property paid for by taxpayers. Those in bioweapon industry Know Fauci

2/ The sheer Scale of this CRIME is unimaginable. Entire hospital sector hiding empty & refusing audits & videos as STEALING & FRAUDING & Mislabelling Deaths for $ committing wide spread Financial & Medical Crime. Many Nurses not blowing whistle but dancing. How can Trust hospital

Without question the levels of trust of hospitals & the health profession has dropped at record pace as Hospitals & Leftist staff

#COVID19 Vax Trials are a CRIMINAL SCAM OF SCAMS. -"Will NOT have a significant effect on infection rate, but can give SEVERE side effects, Cancer, Kill you, & who knows when actually infected by the disease if it will kill you or not as we don't test that" Say the Vax makers.

2/ #SCIENCE FACT: There has NEVER been & will NEVER be "a Challenge study" which is where you are injected with the vax, and then after that they infect you with the virus & see what happens. When this was done to monkeys, it KILLED ALL OF THEM. Good luck with that Vax, in Hell.

The vaccines ARE NOT designed to have a meaningful impact on hospitalization rate, infections rates, nor deaths. Preventing
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